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Abstract
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1. Introduction

1.1 Electron transport in nanoscale devices

During the last decades, rapid development of electronics has produced the new and fast devices at nanoscale dimensions. This development has continued to follow Moore’s Law [1], which states that transistor density on integrated circuits doubles every two years. Nowadays, the heart of modern integrated electronic circuits is based on CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology, used in microprocessors, microcontrollers, and other digital logic circuits. CMOS has now scaled down into the nanoscale regime with 65 nm line width [2], while the transistor gate length is even smaller with the order of 35 nm. In 2009, Intel has successfully produced shipments of microprocessors based on 32 nm logic technology [3]. To continue down-scaling these devices, fundamental difficulties will be faced; for instance, the gate leakage current via direct tunneling through the oxide, leading to power dissipation and excessive heat [4]. In addition, the lithographic process is more difficult to control and would probably not be considered for high volume manufacturing [5]. Since the difficulties in miniaturization CMOS technology based on silicon, there has been significant attention to seek alternative technologies, which can outperform the CMOS technology.

One promising idea is constructing the integrated circuit at an atomic or molecular level. In December 1959, at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society, Richard Feynman has introduced the idea of nanoelectronics during his famous speech “Plenty of Room at the Bottom”. However, a picture of current flowing through nanoscale devices has brought up many questions. How does the electron flow through nanoscale conductors? Can we use Ohm’s law to explain the electron transport in nanoscale devices? A number of studies have been performed showing that Ohm’s law fails [6–8]; for example, resistance of quantum wire does not depend on its length since the electron transport is not a diffusion process as described by this simple law. To describe such a small device, one needs a quantum-mechanic treatment of the electrons, in which the quantum effects, such as the discreteness of charge, the energy quantization, and the quantum coherence are to be considered.

Over the past two or three decades, there has been substantial progress both in experimental techniques and in the quantum transport theory that allow us to understand basic properties at the molecular scale and explore the potential use as a basic building block for next generation nanoelectronic devices.
This field is known as molecular electronics, which will be introduced in the following section.

1.2 Molecular electronics

Molecular electronics, one of the major fields of current development in nanoscience. Development of the electronic devices at the molecular scale involves study of the electronic level structure, response and charge transport at atomic scale [9]. These devices can be constructed of single molecules, small groups of molecules, carbon nanotubes, nanoscale metallic or semiconductor wires. Molecular electronics emerging applications are tremendously exciting; for example, molecules can function as transistors [10–12], switches [13–15], rectifiers [16, 17], interconnects [18, 19], photovoltaics [22], memories [23, 24], and sensors [25, 26].

From a point of view of potential technology, molecular electronics is based on a bottom-up approach, piecing together an elementary unit such as molecules to build up electronic circuits. The current flow at the smallest possible unit can be studied by assembling single molecules or small molecular ensembles in between nanometer-scale contacts. In contrast, a top-down approach, miniaturizing macroscopic systems of conventional silicon-based electronics, uses methods such as cutting, moulding or etching and lithography process [27].

Today, molecular electronics is still a rather young field, and unlikely to replace the silicon-based electronics. However, in a long-term goal, we can certainly take an advantage of the properties of the molecular devices that are difficult to implement in the conventional electronics.

Using molecules as electronic components has several potential advantages [28]:

(i) The size of molecules is in the length scale of approximately 1-10 nanometer range.

(ii) The molecular recognition can be employed in changing electronic properties of molecules, which can provide sensing or switching capabilities.

(iii) With their variability of compositions and geometries, one can tune the transport properties of molecules through chemical synthesis.

(iv) A large number of identical molecules can be cheaply produced.

However, molecules have obvious disadvantages:

(i) The stability and the robustness at elevated temperature limits the reliability of many applications.

(ii) It is hard to control the connection between the molecule and the electrodes due to very small size of the structures.

(iii) It is difficult to interface the molecular device with other components in a system that is not a nanoscopic scale.
The first suggestion of molecular electronics was put forward by Ratner and Aviram [29] in 1974. They proposed a molecular structure that could function as electronic component. Such a molecule consists of electron donor and acceptor groups, separated by a molecular bridge. They envisioned the charge transfer as three steps; the electron flow from the cathode to the acceptor unit, then from the acceptor to the donor unit inside the molecule, and finally from the donor unit to the anode. When the molecules were connected to electrodes at finite bias, an asymmetric current-voltage characteristic curve would be observed. These molecules were called as the molecular rectifier, which was the first proposal to use a single molecule as an electronic component. However, Aviram-Ratner’s idea did not have a significant impact at that time since there was no real experiment to approve it.

During the early 1990s, molecular electronics has been rapidly developed due to advancements in the experiment techniques. A large number of molecules were discovered, providing the functionalities for electronic components. In parallel, theoretical models have been developed to investigate the conduction mechanism at a molecular scale. In the next section, we will provide a brief introduction to some experimental techniques and theoretical approach related in this thesis.

1.3 Device and theoretical prospects

The first conductance measurement down to single-molecular level was introduced by Reed et al. [30]. They used a mechanically controllable break junction (MCBJ) technique to measure the electrical transport properties of benzenedithiol molecules bridging between two gold electrodes. The MCBJ technique provides a reliable conductance measurement by precisely controlling the distance between two metal electrodes to match with the length of a single molecule [31]. This technique has been now developed for various experimental conditions, for example, in a liquid solution [32], in vacuum [33] and under ambient conditions [34]. Although it offers the robust mechanical stability, but one cannot control the breaking process, the local geometry and configuration of the point contact.

A way to visualize and accurately manipulate matter at an atomic scale is using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), introduced in 1981. After the invention, the STM was has been used for the fabrication of atomic-size contacts and study the electronic transport properties. The great advantages of this technique are that the single atom and molecules on the surface can be imaged, and current-voltage can be repeatedly measured for several different molecules [35]. However, the crucial drawback of the STM is its poor stability under the change of conditions such as the temperature or magnetic fields. In addition, the vacuum gap between the STM tip and the molecules provides an additional tunneling barrier.
At present, new experimental techniques have been used to address and investigate single or a few molecules, for example, electromigration methods [36] or electro-deposition [37, 38], nanopore [39] and nanogap [40] techniques. Moreover, several attempts have been made to implement a third electrode, used for tuning the conductance of the molecule [41, 42].

The advent of experimental progress in molecular electronics has given rise to new challenges to theory in developing theoretical tools to describe the electron transport in molecular devices. The density functional theory (DFT) is now a well-established method for electronic structure calculations of the ground-state properties of metals, semiconductors and insulators [43]. The DFT has become the most popular computational tools for studying bulk materials, molecules, and surfaces. However, when a bias voltage is applied to the system, the DFT method cannot rigorously handle an open system under the nonperiodic and out of equilibrium conditions. Therefore, molecular electronics devices need to be taken into account by the Green’s function formalism [44, 45]. Up to now, the combined density functional theory (DFT) and non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) methods have been widely used to study the quantum transport through nanoscale devices [46–49]. The great advantage of this method is its generality [50]: the transport properties of many different nanoscale materials, for example, molecular wires, nanotubes, graphene sheets and spintronic devices, etc., can be described under the same framework. The I-V characteristics are calculated without adjusting parameters, which is known as “first principles” or “ab initio” approach [51].

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis presents the theoretical investigation of electronic structures and transport properties of molecular electronic devices. The computational framework is based on non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism combined with density functional theory (DFT). The scientific work performed during PhD study is discussed, which lead to the papers in the list of publications.

The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the electronic structure problem addressed by density functional theory (DFT) and includes the computational methods used in the numerical implementation. Chapter 3 describes the theoretical framework for the electron transport. We review the transport mechanisms in molecular devices, which will serve as the theoretical background of our studies. The basic Landauer and NEGF formalisms are introduced.

Chapter 4 contains a summary of the papers included in the thesis. The combined DFT-NEGF approach has been employed to investigate the electron transport properties of various molecular electronic devices:
• Carbon wires, one of the most attractive conducting molecular wires bridging two-dimensional electrodes, can provide a model for intercoupling molecular electronic circuit. The conduction mechanism of cumulene wires is described here. Two types of junctions have been considered: the cumulene wire connected to the gold leads via thiolate bonds (in Paper I) and the cumulene wire suspended between two carbon nanotubes (CNT) (in Paper II). Moreover, the stretched/compressed cumulene wires connected to the CNT leads causing a large variation in conductance have been discussed.

• Introducing switching functionality into molecular wires is one of the ways towards the practical application of molecular electronic devices. In paper III, we investigate the transport properties of a phthalocyanine molecule ($H_2Pc$). Two types of planar junctions are considered: the $H_2Pc$ laterally connected to the cumulene wires and gold leads. The difference in conductance between the ON and OFF states, which is produced by the two tautomer configurations of $H_2Pc$ molecule, is discussed from a theoretical point of view. In addition, the negative differential resistance (NDR) is revealed for the junction with gold leads.

• The molecular electronic devices can also be used as sensors. There has been recently developed a potential molecular electronics approach for fast DNA sequencing. Here, in Paper IV, we evaluate the performance of a graphene nanogap setup for the purpose of DNA sequencing application. Due to atomically thin graphene sheet, one can resolve the technical problem of achieving single-base resolution in electronic nucleobase detection. Furthermore, in Paper V, we have considered the effect of functionalization of the graphene edges which might offer some advantages over merely hydrogenated graphene edges for the purpose of DNA sequencing.

Finally, a summary is provided in Chapter 5.
2. Electronic Structure Methods

In this chapter, we will give a theoretical background of the density functional theory (DFT) and the computational methods, used for the electronic structure calculations in the thesis. Here, our aim is to provide a brief overview of the theory. Details of DFT can be found in many books and review articles [52–56].

2.1 Density Functional Theory

2.1.1 The many body problem

Well-defined collection of atoms forming molecules, solids, gases, liquids, etc. composes of electrons and nuclei. With quantum mechanics, we can describe a system of interacting electrons and nuclei by solving the Schrödinger equation

\[ \hat{H} \Psi = E \Psi, \]  

(2.1)

where \( E \) is the energy eigenvalue and the many-body hamiltonian operator is

\[
\hat{H} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_e} -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \nabla_i^2 + \sum_{I=1}^{N_{\text{nuc}}} -\frac{\hbar^2}{2M} \nabla_I^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{e^2}{|r_i - r_j|} \\
- \sum_{i,J} Z_i e^2 \left| r_i - R_J \right| + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{I \neq J} Z_I Z_J e^2 \left| R_I - R_J \right|. 
\]  

(2.2)

In the Eq. (2.2), the first and second terms are the kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei, and the last three terms are the electron-electron interactions, electron-nucleus interactions and nucleus-nucleus interactions, respectively. \( \hbar \) is planck’s constant, \( m \) and \( M \) are electron and nucleus mass, respectively. \( Z_I \) is the atomic number of the \( I^{th} \) atom, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( r_i \) and \( R_I \) are the positions of the \( i^{th} \) electron and \( I^{th} \) nucleus.

Solving the many-body Schrödinger equation is very complicated. To simplify the problem, Born-Oppenheimer approximation is used, stating that the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons and move much slowly than electrons. As a result, we can split the electronic and nuclear motions. The nuclei
are assumed to have fixed positions while the electrons are moving in the field of charged nuclei. The total wave function can be separated into electronic and ionic wave functions. Consequently, the Schrödinger equation for the electronic part is written as

$$\hat{H}_e(r, R)\Psi_e = E_e \Psi_e(r, R),$$ (2.3)

with the electronic Hamiltonian given by

$$\hat{H}_e = \sum_{i=1}^{N_e} -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \nabla_i^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i\neq j} \frac{e^2}{|r_i - r_j|} + \hat{V}_{ext},$$ (2.4)

where $\hat{V}_{ext}$ is the potential acting on the electrons due to the nuclei. Note that the interaction between nuclei enters as a parameter. Although the number of degrees of freedom of the system can be reduced by using Born-Oppenheimer approximation, solving the problem of the electron-electron interaction is still difficult. Moreover, the electronic wave function depends on all electron coordinates, but the number of electrons is considerably larger than the number of nuclei. As shown in the following section, it is more practical to use density functional description instead of the many-body wave functions. DFT requires less computational effort and gives a good description for the ground state properties of electronic systems.

2.1.2 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The main concept of DFT is to describe the interacting system via the electron density instead of the many-body wave functions. DFT methods are founded on two fundamental theorems by Hohenberg and Kohn [57]. The first theorem is: The ground state energy of a system of interacting electrons is a unique functional of the electronic charge density. In other words, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the ground-state wave function and the ground-state electron density.

The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem only gives a proof of existence of functionals of the electron density. However, the true functional form is unknown. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, defining the property of the functional, is: The electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true ground-state electron density.

According to these theorems, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4) can be expressed as

$$\langle \psi | \hat{H} | \psi \rangle = E[n(r)],$$ (2.5)
where $E[n(r)]$ is the total energy functional and $n(r)$ is the electron density. If the energy functional form is known, therefore, we can vary the electron density until the energy functional is minimized by using the variational principle:

$$\left. \frac{\delta E[n(r)]}{\delta n} \right|_{n=n_0} = 0. \hspace{1cm} (2.6)$$

From Eq. (2.6), the electron density corresponding to the minimum energy $E_0$ is the ground-state density, $n_0(r)$. Regarding to the first theorem, the ground-state energy can be expressed as

$$E_0 = \langle \psi_0 | \hat{H} | \psi_0 \rangle = E[n_0(r)]. \hspace{1cm} (2.7)$$

### 2.1.3 Kohn-Sham equations

The way to reduce the original many-body problem into an auxiliary one-electron problem was proposed by Kohn and Sham [58]: interacting electrons are replaced into a non-interacting electrons moving in the effective potential. The total energy functional in Eq. (2.5) can be written as

$$E[n(r)] = T_0[n(r)] + \frac{1}{2} \int \int \frac{n(r)n(r')}{|r - r'|} drd' + \int V_{\text{ext}}(r)n(r)dr + E_{\text{xc}}[n(r)], \hspace{1cm} (2.8)$$

In the Eq. (2.8), $T_0[n(r)]$ is the kinetic energy functional of non-interacting electron system, the second term is the electrostatic energy or Hartree energy, the third term is the external energy due to nuclei, and the last term is all the remaining contribution to the energy, called the exchange and correlation energy.

By minimizing of Eq. (2.8) with respect to the density, we obtain the single-particle Kohn-Sham equations:

$$\left[ -\nabla_i^2 + V_{\text{eff}}(r) \right] \Psi_i(r) = \epsilon_i \Psi_i(r), \hspace{1cm} (2.9)$$

where

$$V_{\text{eff}}(r) = V_{\text{ext}} + \int \frac{n(r')}{|r - r'|} dr' + \frac{\delta E_{\text{xc}}[n(r)]}{\delta n(r)}.\hspace{1cm}$$

Note that the Kohn-Sham wave functions, $\Psi_i(r)$, do not give any direct physical meaning. They are just auxiliary functions for calculating the electron density. The electron density can be obtained from the Kohn-Sham wave functions,
Kohn-Sham equation

\( n(r) \)

Effective potential

\[
V_{\text{eff}}(r) = V_{\text{ext}} + \int \frac{n(r')}{|r-r'|} \, dr + \frac{\delta E_{\text{xc}}[n(r) \!]}{\delta n(r)}
\]

Kohn-Sham equation

\[
\left[-\frac{\nabla_i^2}{2} + V_{\text{eff}}(r)\right] \Psi_i(r) = \epsilon_i \Psi_i(r)
\]

Electron density

\[
n(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\Psi_i(r)|^2
\]

\( \Delta n(r) < \sigma \)

\( \text{YES} \)

\( \text{NO} \)

Self-consistency criterion?

\( \text{Energy} \)

\[
n(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\Psi_i(r)|^2. \quad (2.10)
\]

In order to find the ground-state electron density, the Khon-Sham equations have to be solved self-consistently by iterative methods in the following algorithm (Fig. 2.1):

1. An initial guess of electron density, \( n(r) \), is defined.
2. The effective potential, \( V_{\text{eff}}(r) \), is calculated from the guess electron density.
3. The Kohn-Sham equation is solved to obtain the Kohn-Sahm wave function, \( \Psi_i(r) \).
4. The electron density is calculated by using the Kohn-Sahm wave function.
5. The calculated electron density is used as the initial density for next steps. Until the convergence of the electron density is reached, then we obtain the ground-state electron density, which is used in computing the energy, forces, stresses, etc.
2.1.4 Exchange-correlation functionals

The Kohn-Sham scheme has shown us how to transform the many-body problem into the effective single-electron problem. However, the exchange-correlation function, $E_{xc}[n(r)]$, need to be specified. Unfortunately, the exact form of the exchange-correlation functional is simply not known; hence, the approximation has to be done.

The simplest approximation is the so-called local density approximation (LDA) [58], derived from the exchange-correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas. The LDA exchange-correlation functional is written as

$$E_{xc}^{\text{LDA}}[n(r)] = \int n(r) \varepsilon_{xc}^{\text{hom}} \, dr,$$

(2.11)

where $\varepsilon_{xc}^{\text{LDA}}$ is the exchange-correlation energy density of a homogeneous electron gas with the electron density, $n(r)$. Thus, the only information required is the exchange-correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas, which can be derived exactly. Since the functional derived from the locally uniform electron gas, the error would be expected for quickly varying densities [53]. Although the LDA works very well for bulk solids, but it is better to use other functionals if the electron densities are not slowly varying, e.g., in atoms and molecules.

The way to obtain more accurate results has been made by considering more physical ingredients, i.e., the gradient of the electron density, the so-called Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). There have been many attempts to find a good functional form, two of the most commonly used functionals are the Perdew-Wang functional (PW91) [59] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [60]. In general, it is assumed that the GGA should provide better results than the LDA. However, this is not always true. In some cases, the results of LDA are better than that of the GGA when compared with experiments [61, 62].

2.2 Computational methods

So far, we have not described how to calculate the electronic structures based on DFT methods. SIESTA (Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with Thousands of Atoms) code [63] has been chosen as a main tool for electronic structure calculations because the transport codes used in this thesis; TranSIESTA [48] and SMEAGOL [64, 65], use the SIESTA code as its DFT platform. The computational methods, employed in solving the Kohn-Sham equation, will be briefly described in this section.
2.2.1 The secular equation

To solve the Kohn-Sham equation, the Kohn-Sham wave function $\Psi_i(r)$ need to be expanded in a basis set of arbitrary basis functions, $\varphi_i(r)$, as

$$\Psi_i(r) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} C_j^i \varphi_j(r),$$  

(2.12)

where $C_j^i$ is a set of coefficients. Since the Kohn-Sham wave function is an infinite-dimensional space, $J$ should be infinite. In practice, however, we always use a finite basis set; thus, $\Psi_i(r)$ cannot be exactly described. By replacing Eq. (2.12) into the Kohn-Sham equation Eq. (2.9), one can get

$$J \sum_{j=1}^{J} C_j^i \left[ - \frac{\nabla_i^2}{2} + V_{\text{eff}}(r) \right] \varphi_j(r) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} C_j^i \varepsilon_i \varphi_j(r).$$  

(2.13)

Multiplying with the conjugate of the basis function, $\varphi_k^*(r)$ and integrating over all real space, we have

$$J \sum_{j=1}^{J} C_j^i \int \varphi_k^*(r) \left[ - \frac{\nabla_i^2}{2} + V_{\text{eff}}(r) \right] \varphi_j(r) \, dr = \sum_{j=1}^{J} C_j^i \varepsilon_i \int \varphi_k^*(r) \varphi_j(r) \, dr,$$

(2.14)

where $\int \varphi_k^*(r) \left[ - \frac{\nabla_i^2}{2} + V_{\text{eff}}(r) \right] \varphi_j(r) \, dr$ is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian matrix $\mathbb{H}$ and the overlap matrix $\mathbb{S}$ is $\int \varphi_k^*(r) \varphi_j(r) \, dr$. We can write Eq. (2.14) in the matrix form:

$$\mathbb{H} \mathbf{C} = \varepsilon \mathbf{S} \mathbf{C},$$

(2.15)

which is known as the secular equation.

The Kohn-Sham equations are now transformed into the secular equations written in matrix form. Thus, the Eq. (2.14) can be solved, which will lead to $J$ eigenvalues and $J$ sets of eigenfunctions.

2.2.2 Periodicity and k-point sampling

To solve Kohn–Sham equation Eq. (2.9), the appropriate boundary conditions need to be specified. The SIESTA code uses periodic boundary condition to simulate a supercell with replicating a unit cell in three dimensions. This is convenient for infinite and periodic systems such as bulk crystals. In addition, it can also be used to describe a finite system such as a molecule, placed in a sufficiently large unit cell. By using the supercell approach according to
the Bloch’s theorem [66], the Kohn-Sham wave function can be written as a product of a wavelike part and a cell-periodic part, i.e.,

\[ \Psi_{n\mathbf{k}}(r) = u_{n\mathbf{k}}(r)e^{i\mathbf{k}\cdot r}, \]  

(2.16)

where \( n \) is a discrete band index and \( \mathbf{k} \) is a vector in the reciprocal space. This theorem shows that it is possible to map the Khon-Sham equation into the reciprocal space, and solve the equation for each value of \( \mathbf{k} \) independently. In addition, one can use only possible values of \( \mathbf{k} \) in the Brillouin zone. The integrated function \( f(r) \) over the Brillouin zone can be written as

\[ f(r) = \frac{V_{\text{cell}}}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{BZ} F(\mathbf{k})d\mathbf{k} = \sum_{j} w_{j}F(k_{j}), \]  

(2.17)

where \( F(\mathbf{k}) \) is the Fourier transform of \( f(r) \), \( w_{j} \) is the weight factor and \( V_{\text{cell}} \) is the volume of a primitive cell in real space defined by the Wigner-Seitz construction. In SIESTA, the Monkhorst-pack method [67] is used for Brillouin-zone sampling. Note that a large supercell needs few \( k \)-points owing to the inverse relationship. Therefore, the \( \Gamma \)-point can be a reasonable approximation for the large supercell, which are considered here in the case of the DNA-graphene junction (Paper IV and Paper V).

2.2.3 Basis sets
Choosing an appropriate basis is essential to obtain accurate results. One possible choice of basis sets is a plane wave. For the periodic system, the plane-wave basis set appears to be the natural choice. There are several advantages of plane wave basis set; for example, the absence of basis set superposition error, the ability to control the accuracy with increasing the number of waves, and the high efficiency of using fast Fourier transform algorithm.

However, solving the Kohn-Sham equations using plane waves as the basis set has a high demand on the computational resource, resulting from the large number of plane waves needed to describe localized states. The plane waves are not centered at the nuclei but extended over all space. They also propagate across the whole cell, even there is no charge density. Consequently, the plane-wave basis sets are unsuitable for grid-based electronic structure calculations for a large system.

In SIESTA, solving the Kohn-Sham equation uses a linear combination of localized numerical atomic orbitals (LCAO) as the basis set. It can be written as products of a radial function and a spherical harmonic

\[ \phi_{lmn}(r, \theta, \varphi) = R_{n,l}(r)Y_{l,m}(\theta, \varphi), \]  

(2.18)
where $R_{n,l}$ is a radial function for orbital $n$ and $Y_{l,m}$ is a real spherical harmonic for orbital angular momentum $l$ and magnetic quantum number $m$, respectively. The radial function becomes zero beyond a certain radius.

Unlike plane waves, the accuracy of result for the given system depends on the basis size and shape. The number of basis functions can be expanded using a multiple-$\zeta$ basis set. Each $\zeta$ orbital corresponds to the same spherical harmonics but with different radial functions, i.e. single-$\zeta$ or “SZ”, double-$\zeta$ or “DZ”, triple-$\zeta$ or “TZ” for 1, 2 or 3 radial functions, etc. Moreover, it is possible to include polarization functions to account for the deformation induced by the bond formation in molecules or solids. The polarization function has the angular momentum one unit higher than the maximum occupied state in the atom; i.e., the p-orbitals can be used for polarizing s-orbitals, and the d-orbitals can be used for polarizing p-orbitals, etc. Adding polarization functions in the basis is denoted by “P”, e.g., “DZP” for double-$\zeta$ with polarization functions. The quality of basis sets can be checked by comparing energies and geometries at different levels, but DZP generally provides high-quality results with a reasonable computational cost for most of the systems.

2.2.4 Pseudopotential

Solving the Kohn-Sham equation would be simplified if we can decrease a computational burden due to core electrons. The core electrons do not play a significant role to define chemical bonding or other varying physical properties since these properties are described by valence electrons. The strong Coulomb potential and tightly bound core electrons in atoms are associated with rapidly varying wave functions with many nodes; therefore, a large number of basis functions need to be used to describe them.

The approach to reduce the number of basis functions is to use a pseudopotential. In generating the pseudopotential, there are two important steps. Firstly, core electrons are removed from the calculation and the ionic potential is replaced with the pseudopotential. Secondly, the full ionic potential, including the orthogonality of the valence wave functions to the core state, is replaced with a softer pseudopotential.

The theory of norm-conserving pseudopotential has been proposed by Hamann, Schlüter, and Chiang [68]. The conditions for constructing the pseudopotential are the following:

1. The eigenvalues of the all-electron wave functions coincide with that of the pseudo wave functions for the chosen atomic reference configuration.

2. The pseudo wave functions have to coincide with the all-electron wave function beyond the core radius, $r \geq r_c$.

3. The pseudo wave functions are forced to have the same norm as the all-electron valence wave functions inside the cutoff radius, $r < r_c$.

4. The logarithmic derivatives of the all electron and pseudo wave functions agree for $r \geq r_c$. 
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Several recipes have been now proposed to generate the first-principles pseudopotentials, which differ with the functional form of the potential and conditions of smoothing the pseudo-wave functions [69, 70]. In SIESTA, one generally uses norm-conserving pseudopotentials according to the Troullier-Martins parameterization [71], in the full non-local form of Kleinman-Bylander [72]. For more details, see the Ref. [63].

2.2.5 Geometry optimization

In all papers, geometrical optimizations have been performed to determine the stable configuration before calculating the transport properties. By using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [52], one can calculate the force acting on the nuclei with ionic position $R_I$:

$$F_I = -\frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial R_I},$$

(2.19)

where the total energy of the system $\varepsilon$ can be written as

$$\varepsilon = \frac{<\Psi|\hat{H}|\Psi>}{<\Psi|\Psi>}. \quad (2.20)$$

$\Psi$ represents the Kohn-Sham wave function which is assumed to be normalized, thus $<\Psi|\Psi>=1$. From the calculated force acting on ions, they will be moved from one position to another to minimize the total energy. The Kohn-Sham wave functions change due to the new ionic coordinates, resulting in the force on the ion. By substituting Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.19), we obtain

$$F_I = -<\Psi|\frac{\partial \hat{H}}{\partial R_I}|\Psi> - <\Psi|\frac{\partial \hat{H}}{\partial R_I}|\Psi> - <\Psi|\hat{H}|\frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial R_I}|\Psi>,$$

$$= -<\Psi|\frac{\partial \hat{H}}{\partial R_I}|\Psi> - \varepsilon \left(\frac{\partial <\Psi|\Psi>}{\partial R_I}\right),$$

$$= -<\Psi|\frac{\partial \hat{H}}{\partial R_I}|\Psi>. \quad (2.21)$$

However, the Eq. (2.21) is not valid if the basis sets depend on the atomic positions. The error arises from the derivative of the basis set with respect to the ionic position, called the Pulay force. The Pulay forces are zero for the plane wave basis sets since the wave functions do not depend on the ionic positions. In contrast, the wave functions of localized basis sets are dependent on the atomic positions; thus, pulay corrections are needed.
2.3 Conclusion

DFT has now probably become the most popular and powerful method for studying electronic structures, which allows us to simulate very large systems with hundreds or thousands of atoms. To calculate the charge transport in the molecular devices, it is necessary to specify the atomic structure of molecules and binding at molecule–electrode interface. Since DFT provides an accurate description of the ground state properties, such as atomic structures, binding energies, lattice constants etc., it provides a good starting point for describing the charge transport in the molecular devices.
3. **Quantum transport theory**

3.1 **Transport regimes**

In the field of electron transport in mesoscopic and nanoscopic systems, different approaches have been used for each transport regime. Before setting up the transport calculation, therefore, we need to define the transport regime for given problems. Two characteristic lengths, used to distinguish the transport regime, are the momentum relaxation length, \( L_m \), and the phase relaxation length, \( L_\phi \) [73]. The momentum relaxation length (or electron mean free path) is the average distance which an electron can travel before its original momentum is lost, while the phase relaxation length is the average distance which an electron can travel until its original phase is destroyed. If the length of the device, \( L \), is much longer than \( L_m \) and \( L_\phi \), the conductance is dependent on the length of the wire obeying the simple Ohm’s law. That is the reason we called it as ohmic regime.

The development of electronic devices at a single-molecule scale has expanded existing theories of electrical transport beyond their limits. Due to small size of these devices, the quantum character of the electron need to be considered. The electron in quantum mechanics behaves like waves, which can show an interference effect. Under two characteristic lengths, we can divide the electron transport into three transport regimes:

1. **Ballistic transport regime,** \( L << L_m, L_\phi \)

   In this transport regime, electrons can propagate freely from one lead to the other without scattering. There is no significant momentum and phase relaxation in the electron transport process through a device. The resistance can arise from the backscattered electron at the contact region. Ballistic conduction is typically observed in quasi-1D structures, such as metallic nanowires or carbon nanotubes, with quantized conductance (\( G_0 = 2e^2/h \), where \( e \) is the electron charge and \( h \) is the Plank constant). The conductance of such a device is independent of its length. The ballistic transport has been considered here in the case of the cumulene wire studied in Paper I and Paper II.

2. **Elastic and coherent transport regime,** \( L < L_\phi \)

   For a short molecule, electrons move too fast to interact with molecular vibration. As a result, the energy of electrons is conserved but the scattered wave functions do not lose their phase memory. The reduction of the transmission due to elastic scattering does not involve with \( L_\phi \) but only with \( L_m \). The res-
nant tunnelling phenomena in the molecular device studied in Paper III, VI, V occurs in this transport regime.

(3) Inelastic and incoherent transport regime, $L > L_\phi$

The incoherent transport regime can be generally observed in a long molecular bridge. Since the long traverse time of electrons, they can interact with other electrons or phonon that would constitute a phase-breaking or incoherent scattering process. Consequently, the phase of the electron waves is lost, in addition to the change of the electron momentum. The dynamic of the molecular chain plays a significant role in the transmission instead of the molecule-lead contact.

There are two approaches that have been widely used to study the transport problem: the Landauer method and the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) method. The Landauer approach allows us to describe the non-interacting electron transport corresponding to the ballistic or coherent transport regimes, while the NEGF approach is a more sophisticated method that can be used in all three transport regimes. In the following sections, we will briefly describe the the Landauer and NEGF methods used in studying the transport problems in this thesis.

3.2 Landauer approach

In the Landauer approach, we can imagine a system of two macroscopic leads connecting to the molecule or nanoscale structure. The system consists of a central region (C) sandwiched between left (L) and right (R) leads, connected to electron reservoirs. The left and right leads are kept at two, in general situation different, electrochemical potentials, $\mu_L$ and $\mu_R$, where $\mu_L = \mu_R$ at zero applied voltage. The electrochemical potential difference between two leads causes the current flow. This difference is adjusted by applied bias voltage.

In such a geometrical model, the problem can be viewed as a scattering problem. An incident wave function, propagating along the central region, is scattered by a potential connecting to the two leads and then transmitted to the other lead. Landauer viewed the current flow as the probability of the electron to be transmitted from one lead to the other. Here, we will present a simple way to derive the Landauer formula, but still showing the important concept related to computational implementations. The rigorous derivation of this approach can be found in Ref. [74, 75].

Let us consider an ideal one-dimensional wire of length $L$ between two leads. This system is assumed to be in the ballistic transport regime. In the 1D-wire, states in the direction normal to the propagation are quantized. The electron density per unit length corresponding to the given perpendicular state in the momentum range between $k$ and $k + dk$, including spin is
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the 'open system' described within the Landauer approach. The setup of the Landauer approach: left and right leads (L,R) are connected to two reservoirs held in equilibrium at two different electrochemical potentials ($\mu_L, \mu_R$). Both leads are connected to a central region (C), in which scattering can take place. The electrochemical potential is almost flat inside the leads, and the potential drop occurs across the junction. Adapted from ref. [74]

\[
n(k)dk = \frac{1}{L} \frac{L}{2\pi} dk = 2 \frac{1}{2\pi} f(k)dk, \quad (3.1)
\]

where $f(k)$ is the Fermi distribution function.

At finite bias, the leads connected to reservoirs are in the equilibrium, where the Fermi distribution functions for the left and the right leads are $f_L(k)$ and $f_R(k)$, respectively. The current flowing through the system is

\[
I = 2 \int_0^\infty ev(k)n(k)dk = 2 \int_0^\infty e \frac{\hbar k}{m_e} \left( \frac{f_L(k)}{2\pi} - \frac{f_R(k)}{2\pi} \right) dk, \quad (3.2)
\]

where $v(k)$ is the electron velocity along the wire and $m_e$ is the electron effective mass. At the zero temperature, the Fermi distributions are step functions, and the Eq. (3.2) becomes

\[
I = 2 \int \sqrt{2m_e\mu_L/\hbar} e \frac{\hbar k}{m_e} \frac{1}{2\pi} dk = 2 \frac{e^2}{\hbar} \frac{\mu_L - \mu_R}{e} = 2 \frac{e^2}{\hbar} V_B, \quad (3.3)
\]
where $\mu_L$ and $\mu_R$ are the electrochemical potential of the left and right leads, respectively. $V_B$ is the bias voltage due to a shift in the electrochemical potentials of both leads, where $\mu_L - \mu_R = eV_B$.

From the Eq. (3.3), the maximum conductance of a one conduction channel with two spin states, $G_0$, is

$$G_0 = \frac{2e^2}{h} = (12.9k\Omega)^{-1}. \quad (3.4)$$

This is the so-called quantum of conductance.

Generally, the nanodevice and its connection to the leads is not ideal due to scattering. Therefore, the formula for the conductance can be written as

$$G = \frac{2e^2}{h} T(E_F), \quad (3.5)$$

where $E_F$ is the Fermi energy of the system.

The Eq (3.4) is used for the 1D wire, where there is only one conducting mode in the direction normal to the propagation. For the finite width device, the number of quantum modes carrying electrons is to be considered. The Landauer formula can be generalized to

$$G = \frac{2e^2}{h} \sum_{i,j} T_{ij}(E_F), \quad (3.6)$$

where $T_{ij}$ is the probability of electrons passing from the $i^{th}$ conducting mode at the left of the device to the $j^{th}$ conducting mode at the right of the device. More generally, the current at a finite bias can be expressed as

$$I = \frac{2e}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T(E, V_B)[f(E - \mu_L) - f(E - \mu_R)]dE \quad (3.7)$$

According to Landauer formula, Eq. (3.7), only one ingredient required is the energy dependent transmission function. This is typically derived from the Green’s function of the central region connected to both leads, as we will discuss in the following section.

### 3.3 Non-equilibrium Green function (NEGF)

The study of electron transport is modelled on the atomic level; therefore, combining the NEGF method with DFT has a great advantage over other methods. Details of the NEGF method are described in many books and articles [44, 45, 74, 76, 77]. Here, we will give a general description of the NEGF method to calculate current-voltage characteristics of molecular devices.
Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of a two-probe system containing a molecule connected to left ($L$) and right ($R$) leads.

We start from the screening approximation, dividing the system into the central region, left and right leads, then the Hamiltonian of the system is determined. By using the NEGF approach, the charge density is calculated in a self-consistent manner. The wave function in each region corresponding to an incoming wave function is described. The section ends with a description on how one calculates the electron current with the NEGF method.

3.3.1 Screening approximation

Fig.3.2 illustrates a two-probe system, partitioned into three parts: the semi-infinite left ($L$) and right ($R$) leads coupled with the central region ($C$). The semi-infinite lead has a regular periodic structure in the direction of the transport, resulting in the infinite dimension of the Hamiltonian. Using a screening approximation, we can divide the effective potential and charge density into the central region and left/right lead region treated as a bulk system. The surface effects due to the perturbation of a molecule at the contact, i.e. the charge transfer, atomic relaxation and the potential disturbance, are eliminated by including a few layer of leads to the central region, that effectively screen them from the bulk of the electrodes.

Using the screening approximation, we can express the total Hamiltonian as

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
H_L & \tau_L & 0 \\
\tau_L^\dagger & H_C & \tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & \tau_R & H_R
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where $H_L$, $H_C$ and $H_R$ denote the Hamiltonian matrices of the left, central and right parts, respectively. $\tau_{(L)R}$ is the matrix involving the interaction between the left(right) lead and the central region. We assume that there is no direct tunnelling between leads $L$ and $R$. 

\[
(3.8)
\]
After partitioning the open system into different regions, the next step is to solve the Schrödinger equation. The Non-equilibrium Green function (NEGF) approach is used to solve the Schrödinger equation, described in the following section.

3.3.2 Green’s functions and self energies

The retarded Green’s function $G$ corresponding to the Hamiltonian matrix $H$ is defined as

$$[E^+S - H]G = I,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where $E^+ = \lim_{\eta \to 0^+} E + i\eta$, $S$ is an overlap matrix, and $I$ is an infinitely-dimensional identity matrix. By substituting the Hamiltonian matrix of the system given by Eq. (3.8) into the Eq. (3.9), we have

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
E^+ S_L - H_L & -\tau_L & 0 \\
-\tau_L^\dagger & E^+ S_C - H_C & -\tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & -\tau_R & E^+ S_R - H_R
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
G_L & G_{LC} & 0 \\
G_{CL} & G_C & G_{CR} \\
0 & G_{RC} & G_R
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
I & 0 & 0 \\
0 & I & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I
\end{pmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (3.10)
$$

We consider the three equations in the second column:

$$
(E^+ S_L - H_L)G_{LC} - \tau_L G_C = 0 \hspace{1cm} (3.11)
$$

$$
-\tau_L^\dagger G_{LC} + (E^+ S_C - H_C)G_C - \tau_R^\dagger G_{RC} = I \hspace{1cm} (3.12)
$$

$$
(E^+ S_R - H_R)G_{RC} - \tau_R G_C = 0. \hspace{1cm} (3.13)
$$

From solving the Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.13), we obtain

$$
G_{LC} = g_L \tau_L G_C \hspace{1cm} (3.14)
$$

and

$$
G_{RC} = g_R \tau_R G_C, \hspace{1cm} (3.15)
$$

where $g_{L/R} = (E^+ S_{L/R} - H_{L/R})^{-1}$ is the “surface Green’s function” of the left/right lead uncoupled to the central region.

Substituting the Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) into the Eq. (3.12), we get

$$
-\tau_L^\dagger g_L \tau_L G_C + (E^+ S_C - H_C)G_C - \tau_R^\dagger g_R \tau_R G_C = I. \hspace{1cm} (3.16)
$$
Then, the final expression for the retarded Green’s function of the central region can be expressed as

$$G_C = \left[ E^+ S_C - H_C - \Sigma_L(E) - \Sigma_R(E) \right]^{-1}, \quad (3.17)$$

where

$$\Sigma_L(E) = \tau^\dagger_L g_L \tau_L \quad (3.18)$$

and

$$\Sigma_R(E) = \tau^\dagger_R g_R \tau_R. \quad (3.19)$$

We call $\Sigma_{L/R}$ a “self-energy”. The self-energy is associated to the energy level shift $\Delta$ and the energy level broadening $\Gamma$, shown in Fig. 3.3. The energy level shift and the energy level broadening are derived from the real part

$$\Delta_{L/R}(E) = \text{Re}\Sigma_{L/R}(E) \quad (3.20)$$

and the imaginary part

$$\Gamma_{L/R}(E) = i[\Sigma_{L/R}(E) - \Sigma^\dagger_{L/R}(E)] \quad (3.21)$$

$$= -2\text{Im}[\Sigma_{L/R}(E)] \quad (3.22)$$

of the self-energy, respectively. In addition, the broadening of the molecular level is also associated with the lifetime of electronic states on molecules. When the molecule is coupled to the leads, electrons can escape into the right or left leads, and spend time in the state localized at the central region. The lifetime of state is inversely proportional to the broadening of electrons: $\tau_{L,R} = \hbar$.

Regarding to the Eq. (3.17), the infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian is reduced to the dimension of the central part, where the self-energies, $\Sigma_L(E)$

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure3.3}
\caption{When the molecule is attached to semi-infinite leads, its energy levels are shifted by $\Delta$. The energy level broadening due to the coupling to the contact is given by $\Gamma$.}
\end{figure}
and \( \Sigma_R(E) \), include all information of the semi-infinite properties of the leads. The central part directly interacts only with the finite part of the right and left leads. Consequently, we can focus on only the Green’s function matrix of the central region and treat the effect of semi-infinite leads in the term of effective interaction. The effective Hamiltonian can be expressed as

\[
H_{\text{eff}} = H_C + \Sigma_L(E) + \Sigma_R(E). \tag{3.23}
\]

### 3.3.3 Charge density matrix

Let us first introduce the spectral function:

\[
A(E) = i(G - G^\dagger), \tag{3.24}
\]

where the Green function can be expanded in the eigenbasis:

\[
G = \int \frac{\ket{\psi_k} \bra{\psi_k}}{E + i\eta - E_k^F}. \tag{3.25}
\]

Substituting the Eq. (3.25) into the Eq. (3.24), we get

\[
A(E) = i \int \frac{2\eta}{(E - E_k^F)^2 + \eta^2}. \tag{3.26}
\]

We let \( \eta \) go to zero, therefore

\[
A(E) = 2\pi \int dk \delta(E - E_k^F) |\psi_k\rangle \langle \psi_k|, \tag{3.27}
\]

where \( \delta(E - E_k^F) \) is the delta function.

In general, the delta function can be used to represent the density of states (DOS) of the level \( E_k \), consequently, the Eq. (3.27) can be expressed as

\[
A(E) = 2\pi \text{DOS}(E) |\psi_k\rangle \langle \psi_k|. \tag{3.28}
\]

From the Eq. (3.21), Eq. (3.24) and Eq. (3.17), we can also write the spectral function:

\[
A_C(E) = i(G_C - G_C^\dagger) = iG_C(G_C^\dagger - G_C^{-1})G_C^\dagger = iG_C(E - H_C - \Sigma_L^\dagger(E) - \Sigma_R^\dagger(E) - E + H_C + \Sigma_L(E) + \Sigma_R(E))G_C^\dagger = G(\Gamma_L(E) + \Gamma_R(E))G^\dagger = A_L(E) + A_R(E). \tag{3.29}
\]
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By using the Eq. (3.28) and Eq. (3.29), we can evaluate different system properties, for example, the charge density matrix $D_C$ from the Green function of the central region:

$$D_C = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \left[ f(E - \mu_L)A_L(E) + f(E - \mu_R)A_R(E) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.30)

$$= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \left[ f(E - \mu_L)(G_C\Gamma_LG_C^\dagger)(E) + f(E - \mu_R)(G_C\Gamma_RG_C^\dagger)(E) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.31)

where $f$ denotes the occupation of the state with energy $E$ and $\mu_{L/R}$ is the chemical potential of the left/right lead. It follows that the total density $D_C$ is a sum of densities induced from each electrode, proportional to the $(G_C\Gamma_RG_C^\dagger)(E)$ and $(G_C\Gamma_LG_C^\dagger)(E)$.

In the equilibrium, we can combine the left and the right part of the Eq. (3.31), then we have

$$D_C = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \left[ f(E - \mu)(G_C(\Gamma_L(E) + \Gamma_R(E))G_C^\dagger)(E) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.32)

where $G_C(\Gamma_L(E) + \Gamma_R(E))G_C^\dagger$ can be evaluated by using Eq. (3.29);

$$G_C(\Gamma_L(E) + \Gamma_R(E))G_C^\dagger = iG[\Sigma_L(E) - \Sigma_L(E)^\dagger + \Sigma_R(E) - \Sigma_R(E)^\dagger]G^\dagger$$
$$= -iG[(G^{-1}) - (G^\dagger)^{-1}]G^\dagger$$
$$= 2\text{Im}[G_C].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.33)

By substituting the Eq. (3.32) into the Eq. (3.33), the charge density given by the Eq. (3.31) is reduced to the well-known expression:

$$D_C = -\frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{Im}[G_C(E)f(E - \mu)]dE.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.34)

In the same manner with the NEGF method, one can calculate matrix density of states $D$ as

$$D = -\frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{Im}[G_C(E)]dE.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.35)

It is customary to write the density in the term of lesser Green’s function

$$D = -i \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} G_C^<(E),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.36)

where $G_C^<(E) = -2i\text{Im}[G_C(E)]$.

As discussed above, for the system in equilibrium, we assume to a single electrochemical potential. In the non-equilibrium, as shown in Fig.3.4, the system is biased resulting in the difference in the electrochemical potential of
the left and right lead, $\mu_L$ and $\mu_R$. In the non-equilibrium, we can divide the density matrix into two parts

$$\mathbf{D}_C = \mathbf{D}^{eq}_C + \mathbf{D}^{neq}_C,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.37)

where $\mathbf{D}^{eq}$ and $\mathbf{D}^{neq}$ correspond to the density matrix of the equilibrium part and the non-equilibrium part, respectively. $\mathbf{D}^{eq}$ is the density at the equilibrium region where energies of electrons range below both electrochemical potentials. The calculation of $\mathbf{D}^{eq}$ can be obtained in the same way with the density matrix calculation of the equilibrium system. From the Eq. (3.34), we can write the charge density of the equilibrium part as

$$\mathbf{D}^{eq}_C = -\frac{1}{\pi} \int_{E_B}^\infty \text{Im} \mathbf{G}_C(E) f(E - \mu_R),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.38)

where $E_B$ is the bottom energy of occupied states.

The electron density at the non-equilibrium region, in which energies of electrons range between the bias window, is given by

$$\mathbf{D}^{neq}_C = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^\infty dE \left[ \mathbf{G}_C(E) \Gamma_R(E) \mathbf{G}_C^\dagger(E) [f(E - \mu_L) - f(E - \mu_R)] \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.39)

For the equilibrium part, the integral in Eq. (3.38) can easily be calculated by using complex contour integration. We need to define the bottom energy of occupied states, $E_B$, which is the value for the lower limit of integration. This value has to be chosen to include all occupied states of the system. However, $\mathbf{D}^{neq}$ is not analytic. Thus, the integral must be evaluated along the real axis using a dense set of integration points. $\mathbf{D}^{neq}$ is bound by the Fermi functions.
Figure 3.5: Diagram of the integration path used to calculate the non-equilibrium charge density. $E_B$ is the bottom energy of occupied states. The integral is performed along the semicircular path in the imaginary axis for the equilibrium part, and along the real energy axis for the non-equilibrium part.

Finally, we can calculate the electron density in space

$$\rho(r) = \sum_{\alpha\beta} \phi_{\alpha}(r)(D_C)_{\alpha\beta}\phi_{\beta}(r),$$  

(3.40)

where $\phi_{\alpha/\beta}$ is a localized atomic basis orbital.

The electron density is calculated in a self-consistent manner, as shown in Fig.3.6. Here, we combine the NEGF formalism with DFT. The Hamiltonian is derived from the DFT procedure, and the electron density for an open system is calculated with the NEGF technique. The retarded Green’s function based on the Hamiltonian is defined, while the Hamiltonian is a functional of the electron density itself. The problem is usually treated in an iterative way until convergence is achieved.

3.3.4 Response to an incoming wave

In this section, we will derive the wave functions corresponding to incoming waves in each region; $\Psi_L, \Psi_C$ and $\Psi_R$. By using the screening approximation, the Schrödinger equation can be written as
Figure 3.6: The schematic form of the self-consistency loop based on the NEGF+DGF method.
We first consider the isolated left contact, where an incoming wave is totally reflected at the end of the contact. These solutions are denoted with $|\nu\rangle$. The isolated left contact can be a part of the whole system with $\tau_L = 0$, then we have

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_L & 0 & 0 \\
\tau_L^\dagger & \mathbf{H}_C & \tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & \tau_R & \mathbf{H}_R
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\psi_L\rangle \\
|\psi_C\rangle \\
|\psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}
= E'S
\begin{pmatrix}
|\psi_L\rangle \\
|\psi_C\rangle \\
|\psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(3.42)

Connecting the left contact to the central region, we can calculate the wave function of the whole system. The anzats $|\Psi\rangle + |\nu\rangle$ is put into the Schrödinger equation:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_L & 0 & 0 \\
\tau_L^\dagger & \mathbf{H}_C & \tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & \tau_R & \mathbf{H}_R
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi_L\rangle + |\nu\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}
= E'S
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi_L\rangle + |\nu\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(3.43)

From Eq. (3.42) and Eq. (3.43), one can get

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_L & \tau_L & 0 \\
\tau_L^\dagger & \mathbf{H}_C & \tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & \tau_R & \mathbf{H}_R
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}
= E'S
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix} -
\begin{pmatrix}
\tau_L^\dagger & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \tau_R & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\nu\rangle \\
|0\rangle \\
|0\rangle
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(3.44)

Then, the Schrödinger equation can be written in the following form:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_L & \tau_L & 0 \\
\tau_L^\dagger & \mathbf{H}_C & \tau_R^\dagger \\
0 & \tau_R & \mathbf{H}_R
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix}
= E'S
\begin{pmatrix}
|\Psi\rangle \\
|\Psi_C\rangle \\
|\Psi_R\rangle
\end{pmatrix} -
\begin{pmatrix}
\tau_L^\dagger & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \tau_R & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
|\nu\rangle \\
|0\rangle \\
|0\rangle
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(3.45)
According to the Eq. (3.45), we can write the wave function of the central part due to the incoming wave as

$$|\Psi_C\rangle = G_C \tau_L^\dagger |\nu\rangle.$$  

(3.46)

From the Eq. (3.41), we find

$$H_R |\Psi_R\rangle + \tau_R |\Psi_C\rangle = ES |\Psi_C\rangle$$  

(3.47)

$$|\Psi_R\rangle = g_R \tau_R |\Psi_C\rangle.$$  

(3.48)

By substituting the Eq. (3.46) into the Eq. (3.48), the wave function of the right lead due to the incoming wave is expressed as

$$|\Psi_R\rangle = g_R \tau_R G_C \tau_L^\dagger |\nu\rangle.$$  

(3.49)

To calculate the wave function of the left lead containing the incoming wave, we need to add the incoming wave, yielding the expression:

$$|\Psi_L\rangle = (1 + g_L \tau_L G_C \tau_L^\dagger) |\nu\rangle.$$  

(3.50)

3.3.5 Calculating the current

Let us first describe the probability current to find the electron flowing in the system. This can be derived from the continuity equation, using two contacts. In the steady state, the current probability does not change over time:

$$0 = \frac{\partial \langle \psi_C | \psi_C \rangle}{\partial t}$$  

(3.51)

$$= \frac{\partial |\psi_C\rangle}{\partial t} \langle \psi_C | + |\psi_C\rangle \frac{\partial \langle \psi_C |}{\partial t}. $$  

(3.52)

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation is defined as

$$\frac{\partial |\Psi\rangle}{\partial t} = -\frac{i}{\hbar} H |\Psi\rangle.$$  

(3.53)

Using the Eq. (3.41) and Eq. (3.53), we have

$$\frac{\partial |\Psi_C\rangle}{\partial t} = \frac{i}{\hbar} (\tau_L^\dagger |\Psi_L\rangle + H_C |\Psi_C\rangle + \tau_R^\dagger |\Psi_R\rangle).$$  

(3.54)

Inserting the Eq. (3.54) into the Eq. (3.52), one can get

$$0 = -\frac{i}{\hbar} \left( -\langle \Psi_L | \tau_L |\Psi_C\rangle + \langle \Psi_C | \tau_L^\dagger |\Psi_L\rangle + [\langle \Psi_C | \tau_R^\dagger |\Psi_R\rangle - \langle \Psi_R | \tau_R |\Psi_C\rangle] \right)$$  

(3.55)
Regarding to the Eq. (3.55), we can interpret the first bracket as the term of incoming probability current from the contact $L$ and the second bracket as that from the contact $R$. Now, we can write the electric current from an arbitrary contact $j$ into the central region as the charge times the probability current:

$$i_j = \frac{ie}{\hbar} (\langle \Psi_C | \tau_j | \Psi_j \rangle - \langle \Psi_j | \tau_j^\dagger | \Psi_C \rangle), \quad (3.56)$$

where $j = L, R$

To calculate the electric current, the wave function of the contact $|\Psi_j\rangle$ and central $|\Psi_C\rangle$ parts is put into the Eq. (3.56). Substituting the wave function from the Eq. (3.46) and Eq. (3.49) into the Eq. (3.56), the current through the system due to the incoming wave is

$$i_R \text{ from } \nu = \frac{ie}{\hbar} (\langle \nu | \tau_L G_C^\dagger \tau_R^\dagger g_R^* \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu \rangle - \langle \nu | \tau_L G_C^\dagger \tau_R^\dagger g_R \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu \rangle)$$

$$= \frac{ie}{\hbar} (\langle \nu | \tau_L G_C^\dagger \tau_R^\dagger (g_R - g_R^*) \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu \rangle)$$

$$= \frac{e}{\hbar} \langle \nu | \tau_L G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu \rangle. \quad (3.57)$$

Since there are several modes in the contact, we will denote the incoming wave as $|\nu_n\rangle$, where $n$ is a quantum number. To obtain the total current through the device, we need to sum over the incoming states and integrate over the energy $E$. The total current through the device is

$$I_R \text{ from } L = \frac{2e}{\hbar} \int dE \sum_n \text{DOS}(E) \langle \nu_n | \tau_L G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu_n \rangle$$

$$= \frac{2e}{\hbar} \int dE \sum_{m, n} \text{DOS}(E) \langle \nu_n | \tau_L | m \rangle \langle m | G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger | \nu_n \rangle$$

$$= \frac{2e}{\hbar} \int dE \sum_{m} \langle m | G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger (\sum_n \text{DOS}(E) | \nu_n \rangle \langle \nu_n |) \tau_L | m \rangle$$

$$= \frac{2e}{\hbar} \int dE \sum_{m} \langle m | G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C^\dagger \tau_L^\dagger \frac{A_L}{2\pi} \tau_L | m \rangle$$

$$= \frac{e}{\pi \hbar} \int \text{Tr}(G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C \Gamma_L), \quad (3.58)$$

where a spin factor of 2 is included.
Figure 3.7: Zero-bias transmission on the energy-length plane $T(E=0, L)$ and corresponding projected density of $p_{m=1}$ and $p_{m=-1}$ states for the carbon atomic wire stretched between two CNT electrodes at the two lengths corresponding to the II(C) and II(P) configurations as indicated in the Fig. 4.4.

With the reservoir connected to the contact, the states are filled according to the Fermi distribution. Finally, the current through the device connected to two contacts at chemical potential $\mu_R$ and $\mu_L$ is written as

$$I = \frac{e}{\pi \hbar} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{Tr}(G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C \Gamma_L) (f(E - \mu_L) - f(E - \mu_R)),$$

which has the same form as the Landauer formula, Eq. (3.7). Thus, we can associate

$$T(E) = [G_C^\dagger \Gamma_R G_C \Gamma_L],$$

with the transmission coefficient.

To elucidate the properties of transmission, we can compare the Eq. (3.60) and Eq. (3.39). Finite transmission probability will be found only when the density induced from either electrodes is finite. However, this is the necessary, but not sufficient condition to have finite transmission, because the scattering at the opposite electrode can significantly decrease the transmission function. This is expressed in Eq. (3.60) in the form of the $\Gamma_{(L/R)}$ factor, which describes the coupling to the corresponding electrode. On the other hand, if the coupling is good, it is only the matter of having sufficient density of states in the central region to obtain conducting system with high $T(E)$. This can be illustrated by our calculation presented in the Paper II: we compare transmission of the cumulene molecule stretched between (4,4)CNT electrodes. For the two different widths of the gap between the electrodes, the density
of \( p_{m=1} \) and \( p_{m=-1} \) states along the molecule calculated with DFT method are presented in the Fig. 3.7. The density of states correlates well with the \( T(E) \) map since the molecule (carbon wire) is directly coupled to the carbon nanotube. Molecular states with \( p_{m=1} \) and \( p_{m=-1} \) symmetry correspond to the two conducting channels in the shorter junction. In the longer junction, one of the C-C bonds breaks, and the density distribution changes for \( p_{m=-1} \) states, effectively opening a wide gap in this channel and charging the molecule with \( \approx 0.1e \). We note that slight mismatching of the energies and width of the states and transmission resonances is due to the further adjusted charge of the system in NEGf calculation with open boundary conditions as compared to the neutral state of the system in DFT calculation of projected DOS.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the quantum transport theories have been introduced, i.e. Landauer theory and non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) approach. The NEGF approach can be reduced to the Landauer formalism in the limit of coherent transport regime. The system is divided into three regions: a left lead, a right lead and a central region. To apply the NEGF formalism, it is necessary to calculate the Hamiltonian of lead-molecule-lead to obtain the single-particle Green functions; consequently, DFT is combined in the self-consistent NEGF+DFT approach. Currently, the NEGF+DFT becomes a powerful and rigorous approach, providing quantitative agreement with experiments in many cases. By using this method, we can self-consistently calculate the charge density in the open systems, leading to the transmission coefficients and current voltage characteristics. In the following chapter, the NEGF+DFT approach has been employed to investigate the electron transport properties of various molecular electronic devices.
4. Summary of papers

This chapter presents the most significant results included in the thesis. Different types of molecular electronics devices studied in this thesis are classified into three groups: cumulene molecular wires (Paper I, II), a molecular switch based on H-tautomerization in phthalocyanine (Paper III) and DNA sequencing in a graphene nanogap (Paper IV, V). All papers employed a combination of density functional theory (DFT) and non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF) to perform first principles studies of electron transport.

4.1 Cumulene molecular wires

The carbon wire with double bonds between neighboring atoms is known as a cumulene (⋯C=C=C⋯), while that with alternating single and triple bonds is known as a polyyne (⋯C=C=C=C⋯). Delocalized bond structure facilitates electron transport through these molecules. The alternating between single and multiple carbon bonds provides the rigid backbone. The polyyne is slightly more stable than the cumulene for straight chain segments [78]. Remarkably, the number of carbon atom in cumulene wires can affect the orientation of the substituents at the ends of the molecule as well as the bond lengths [79, 80]. As a result, the electronic structures and transport properties of cumulene wires depend on whether the number of atoms in the wire is odd or even.

A molecular wire can be one of the major components of nanoelectronic circuits; it is a one-dimensional molecule conducting electrical current between two points. At present, a conjugated molecule conducting electrons via their conjugated-π systems has now become the most promising candidate. The cumulene wire was proposed as the ideal molecular wire [81], predicted to be highly conducting. Subsequent works investigated the transport properties of cumulene wires directly connected to jellium [82, 83] or atomically structured electrodes via carbon double bonds [48, 84]. However, the transport properties of cumulenes using a realistic molecule-lead interface model have not been studied.

In this thesis, first-principles calculations of electron transport were carried out on the cumulene wire using a realistic molecule-lead interface model. Two types of leads are considered; (i) gold, (ii) carbon nanotube, presented in Paper I and Paper II, respectively.
Figure 4.1: The two-probe system for measuring the conductance and IVC of Au(111):S2-cumulene-S2:Au(111) molecular wire junctions (top). Transmission spectra of pentane at zero bias. The broad transmission peak just below the Fermi level corresponds to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (bottom).

4.1.1 Paper I

In Paper I, the transport properties of Au(111):S$_2$-cumulene-S$_2$:Au(111) molecular wire junctions have been investigated (see Fig. 4.1). We have compared our results with the previous work, which reported the transport properties of the polyyne wires chemisorbed onto gold electrodes [85]. The conductance values of the polyyne wires decreases slowly with wire lengths, whereas those of cumulenes wires vary in an oscillatory manner with the odd-even number of carbon atoms (see Fig. 4.2). The oscillatory conductance of cumulenes has been already explained in the case of jellium electrode [82] by using different occupation of molecular orbitals. For our studied system, however, we have a strong bond between sulphur atoms and Au surfaces, which significantly affected the molecular-level alignments. The oscillatory behavior has been explained by analyzing the transmission eigenstates, contributing to the conductance. The electronic structure is visualized through images of molecular orbitals, explaining the reason for having oscillatory conductance of cumulene wires attached to gold leads via thiol links.
For odd-n cumulenes (n=5-9), the conductance values are very high and do not show any pronounced dependence on the molecular length, which is a clear signature of ballistic conductance. We show that the high conductance is due to the high density of states in broad lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels spanning the Fermi level of the electrodes (see Fig.4.1). The conductance, however, is slightly reduced by the effect of backscattering at the contact region.

Over a bias region of ±1 V, the current-voltage characteristics (IVC) of the cumulene wire is nearly linear, which is a useful property for the 1D molecular wire in nanoelectronic applications. Among all conjugated oligomers, the conductance values of odd-numbered cumulene wires reported so far are the highest. Albeit theoretical results suggest high conductance properties of cumulene wires, research on cumulene wires is still in the early stage due to a problem of stability, especially for the long wire.

4.1.2 Paper II

A new way of producing stable and rigid cumulene wires has been suggested in recent experiments [86, 87]. By using electron irradiation inside a high resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM), a monoatomic carbon wire bridging carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene sheets has been formed, which are more stable and longer than that observed in previous methods [88]. In particular, the cumulene-graphene junction has attracted considerable attention in view of their applications; the formation and breaking of carbon wire bridging the graphene gap has exhibited switching behavior. This switch is very robust; many thousands of cycles were operated without degradation.
Many subsequent theoretical studies have been carried out for carbon wire-graphene junctions, revealing various types of molecular devices such as molecular switches [90], molecular rectifiers [91], and molecular spintronics [92].

In paper II, we propose a theoretical model of molecular switches based on compressing and stretching of the carbon wire-CNT junction. We have investigated the conductance of cumulenes suspended between the CNTs and graphene sheets (represented by CNTs with infinite radii), and corresponding conductance variation upon stretching. Since the nanotubes with very small radii were observed before breaking of the junction, we have considered the small-diameter tubes; zigzag (4,0)CNT and armchair (4,4)CNT. Varying the gap width between CNT leads results in the change of contact geometries and carbon wire structures, which can transform into either cumulene or polyyne.

We find that the electron transport is significantly affected by the choice of chirality; zigzag or armchair (see Fig.4.4). For the zigzag junction, the distinguishable ON and OFF states (high and low conductance states) are observed, corresponding to the cumulene and polyyne structure, respectively. However, for the armchair junction, there is not enough difference between the ON- and OFF-state to perform switching. The difference in detailed transport behavior of both junctions is due to their entirely different electronic structures and bonding geometries.

We also consider large (infinite) radii of CNTs, represented by the graphene leads. Because of the semiconducting lead for zigzag graphene junction, there is no zero-bias conductance observed, in which the current will be obtained at high bias. For the armchair graphene lead, the conductance values are not much affected by changing of the wire structure.

In the experiment, there is a possibility that the carbon wire can jump to other sites. We therefore investigate how the conductance is affected by the bonding site at the junction for the C₅ wire connected to (4,0)CNT leads (see Fig. 4.3). The range of variation in conductance of the cumulene wires is \( \sim 0.2G_0 - 1G_0 \), revealing a potential to modulate the conductance. The observed variation is explained by the PDOS analysis of p-orbital components of the cumulene wire. We show that the change of PDOS alignment for the \( p_x \) -
and p_y-orbitals results in the change of the number of transmission channels around the Fermi level.

As discussed above, we observe a possibility to operate the molecular switching device by compressing/stretching the carbon wire-zigzag (4,0)CNT junction. To confirm these results, we calculate the IVC of C_{4,5}-zigzag CNT junctions, where the C_4 and C_5 wires have different structures depending upon the distance between leads. At bias voltage of 0.2 V, the current ON/OFF ratio of (4,0)@C_4 and (4,0)@C_5 takes the value of \sim 7 and 13, respectively. Based on these results, we can infer that the odd-carbon wire connected to the zigzag CNTs will exhibit switching features by stretching junction without wire breakage.

4.2 A molecular switch based on H-tautomerization in a phthalocyanine

A phthalocyanine molecule is flat and has two hydrogen atoms placed in the inner cavity. The change of the hydrogen atom position in the cavity from horizontal to vertical orientation is commonly known as tautomerization. Such a reaction has significant effects on the electronic structure and transport prop-
erties of the molecule without changing the chemical composition and the molecular frame. These characteristics are expected to be useful for functional devices in molecular electronics. Recently, Liljeroth et al. [93] has proposed a new type of molecular switch, induced by the tautomerization reaction of metal-free naphthalocyanine. Note that naphthalocyanine is a derivative of phthalocyanine. Using a low-temperature STM, a voltage pulse at the STM tip can induce a change in the orientation of the hydrogen atom-pair at the center of naphthalocyanine, leading to switching between low and high conductance. Most of switchable molecules involve the effect of the change in molecular conformation; this might not compatible with the aim of controlling molecular electronic circuits. The molecular switch of napthalocyanine molecules is reversible without changing the molecular frame; therefore, it can be integrated in the circuit, which is very beneficial for complex molecular devices.

4.2.1 Paper III

In Paper III, we study the planar electrical transport properties of two hydrogen tautomer configurations of a phthalocyanine (H$_2$Pc) molecule connected to semi-infinite cumulene and gold leads. The setup with gold leads is inspired by STM experiments in which the molecule is immobilized on a substrate surface and connected to short gold wires in a planar configuration [94]. The transport properties are investigated as a function of the electronic structure of the tautomer state of the molecule, the type of leads, and the coupling between electrodes and the molecule.

Our results show that switching the orientation of the H-H atom pair in the H$_2$Pc cavity can significantly change the conductance of the molecule, effectively leading to ON and OFF states for both cumulene (Fig. 4.5) and gold (Fig. 4.7) leads. The large change in current, especially in the low-bias regime, is produced by switching the order of nearly degenerate HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals (see Fig. 4.6). The Fano shapes characterizing the transmission peak close to the Fermi level suggest the two-channel interference between HOMO and HOMO-1 states, leading to two conductance states (“ON” and “OFF”). Furthermore, we show that the potential drop can shift from one metal-molecule contact to the other at intermediate bias, leading to pronounced features in the IVC. On the whole, the underlying reasons for the ON/OFF IVCs in the studied configurations are the presence of two interacting, interfering conduction channels around the Fermi level, being controlled by the tautomer switch.

The junctions with gold leads show negative differential resistance (NDR) at high bias voltage, as well as examples of weak NDR at intermediate bias. NDR is a property of electrical circuits; the current decreases with increasing bias voltage, which can be used for building bi-stable devices and highly functional components like latches, oscillators, memories [95, 96] and logic XOR.
Figure 4.5: The calculated I-V characteristics of cumulene($E_F+eV/2$)-H$_2$Pc-cumulene($E_F-eV/2$) junctions for two cases of inner hydrogen H-H pair orientation in H$_2$Pc, obtained in the bias region from -2 to 2 V.

Figure 4.6: The transmission spectra, the MPSH eigenvalues and the MPSH eigenstates around Fermi level of the 'OFF' and 'ON' configurations of cumulene-H$_2$Pc-cumulene.
gates [96–98]. Interestingly, the origin of NDR behavior in molecular electronics devices could involve different mechanisms [99–101]. For our studied systems, the reason is the reduced coupling between the molecule and Au lead; thus, the intensity of transmission peaks decrease at high bias voltage, resulting in NDR.

The switching behavior, together with NDR effect, makes \( \text{H}_2\text{Pc} \) an interesting candidate for a multifunctional molecular component. However, we realize that our model system with the two closely space gold contacts is difficult to create in experiment. One possibility to wire circuits could be to first deposit the molecule and then grow the wire. This case has recently been suggested by Okawa et al. [102] that demonstrate how to connect single molecules with conductive nanowires.

4.3 DNA sequencing in a graphene nanogap

The fabrication of solid-state nanopores along with their envisioned application for rapid whole-genome sequencing is becoming increasingly sophisticated. However, many extremely challenging questions remain unanswered, especially how to achieve single-base resolution during polynucleotide translocation through the nanopore. To address this issue, it was proposed in early 2010 to employ graphene electrodes, which are atomically thin and thus ideally suited for coupling to one nucleobase at a time [103]. In the middle of 2010, three research groups independently

![Figure 4.7: I-V characteristics for three cases of Au-H\(_2\)Pc-Au junctions for two different H-H pair orientation.](image)
succeeded in demonstrating the translocation of DNA through graphene nanopores [104–106]

In this thesis, we have theoretically evaluated the potential performance of such a graphene-based DNA sequencing device. The transport properties of the four different nucleotides is influenced by the different base types and orientations of the base with respect to the graphene electrodes (in Paper IV). Furthermore, we have considered the effect of functionalization of the graphene edges that can couple to the nucleotides to improve the sequencing process (in Paper V).

4.3.1 Paper IV

In paper IV, we study the tunneling transport properties of the four nucleotides deoxyadenosine monophosphate (dAMP), deoxythymidine monophosphate (dTMP), deoxyguanosine monophosphate (dGMP), and deoxycytidine monophosphate (dCMP) when located between graphene electrodes with armchair edges chemically passivated by hydrogen (see Fig. 4.8). Nucleotides can be separated into two groups: purine bases (dGMP, dAMP) and pyrimidine bases (dCMP, dTMP), in which the sizes of the former are larger than that of the latter. As a result, we can easily distinguish electrically between these two cases; the conductance of the dGMP and dAMP is always higher than that of the latter case, resulting from the reduced tunnelling distance.

Variations in the setup included different orientations and positions of the nucleotides relative to the graphene edges, as they would naturally occur during the translocation of DNA. These rotations and lateral shifts were found to have a dramatic effect on the transmission function (see Fig. 4.9). The magnitude of the currents is seen to be ordered in the following hierarchy: \( I_{\text{dGMP}} > I_{\text{dAMP}} > I_{\text{dCMP}} > I_{\text{dTMP}} \) (see Fig. 4.10). The large fluctuations in the current are caused by the large variation of nucleotide–graphene coupling

\[ \text{Figure 4.8: The illustration of the double-functionalized two-probe system for measuring the conductance of four target nucleotides. The graphene electrodes are functionalized by a guanidinium ion on the right side and a reader-nucleotide (in the form of cytosine) on the left side.} \]
**Figure 4.9:** The four central panels show the zero-bias transmission function plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale for the four nucleotides, dCMP, dTMP, dAMP, and dGMP. The respective colors of the transmission curves indicate the angle by which the nucleotide has been rotated in a counterclockwise direction around the y-axis as per the legend at the bottom. The insets show isosurface plots of the molecular orbitals responsible for those transmission peaks marked by an arrow. The four vertically arranged panels to the right display the nucleotide orientations corresponding to 0°.

**Figure 4.10:** Current variation due to nucleotide rotation about the y-axis and translation along the z-axis at a bias of 1 V.
strength. As seen in the Fig. 4.9, we find that dGMP can be distinguished from the other nucleotides due to its strong broad current signal which results from the Fermi energy of the graphene electrodes being close to the wide HOMO peak of dGMP. The other three nucleotides (dAMP, dCMP, and dTMP), which possess HOMO peaks further away from the graphene electrodes Fermi energy, exhibit different characteristic current magnitudes, showing rather little overlap with each other.

Our findings reveal that it should be in principle possible to distinguish between all four nucleotides in the graphene nanogaps setup, which might encourage experimental consideration of this proposed design and take the challenging task of fabricating transverse graphene electrodes in a nanopore setup.

4.3.2 Paper V

With the aim of improving graphene-based DNA sequencing, in paper V, we have explored the effects of functionalizing graphene edges. This setup improves the electronic coupling between electrodes and nucleotides; moreover, it can also lead to a preferred orientation of the target nucleotides relative to the electrodes. With less orientational fluctuations during the translocation process, the associated variance in the tunneling current signals is reduced. Moreover, it can slow down the translocation speed of the DNA, allowing more time for each individual measurement. In our study, the armchair-edge graphene is functionalized by a guanidinium grabbing phosphate group on one side and a cytosine on the other side (see Fig. 4.11).

Our proposed setup shows a capability for sequencing nucleotides in which the current signal of different bases differs by at least 1 order of magnitude. By considering the IVC (see the left panel of Fig. 4.12), two measurements at low and high bias voltages are needed for proper base distinction. For the low bias range \( V_b < 0.4 \) V, we can distinguish dGMP and dAMP from other nucleotides based on their current signature. For high bias \( V_b > 0.5 \) V, we can distinguish dTMP from dCMP; a low current would indicate the presence of dCMP, whereas a high current would lead to the identification of dTMP. We demonstrate that the motion of transmission resonance peaks under applied bias depends on the electronic structure of each nucleotide and on the coupling of the molecular states of the target nucleotides to the functionalized graphene edges.

Only for dGMP, we observe a negative differential resistance (NDR) effect. The reason of occurrence of NDR is due to the asymmetric HOMO of dGMP and some guanidinium states near the Fermi level through which electrons can tunnel.

Furthermore, the normalized differential conductance, \( (dI/dV)/(I/V) \) (see the right panel of Fig. 4.12), has also been considered, offering an even simpler pathway for an unambiguous distinction between all four nucleotides. As it can be seen from the right panel of 4.12, dTMP can be distinguished at about
0.45 V by an exceptionally high \((dI/dV)/(I/V)\) value. Also, dGMP can be uniquely identified at 0.50 V by the unusual negative value of \(dI/dV\). The other two nucleotides show either moderate \(dI/dV\) values (dAMP) or virtually zero \(dI/dV\) (dCMP), leading to their respective distinction.

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the double-functionalized two-probe system for measuring the conductance of target nucleotides. The graphene electrodes are functionalized by a guanidinium ion on the right side and a reader-nucleobase (in the form of cytosine) on the left side. The target nucleotide shown here is dGMP.

Figure 4.12: The current-voltage curves plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale in the left panel for the four target nucleotides: dGMP (green diamonds), dAMP (red triangles), dCMP (orange squares), and dTMP (blue circles). In the right panel, the normalized first derivative of tunneling current, \((dI/dV)/(I/V)\), showing a possibility for distinguishing the four nucleotides with a single voltage scan.
Electron transport through a single molecule or an atomic-size material is a sophisticated quantum scattering process. With advancements in experimental techniques, it is now possible to make contacts to single molecules to investigate their properties as molecular electronic devices. From a computational point of view, understanding the transport phenomena in such devices would enable us to explain experimental results and develop new molecular devices with functionality suitable for practical applications.

This thesis focuses on electronic and transport properties of molecular electronic devices. We have used the non-equilibrium Green’s function method (NEGF) combined with density functional theory (DFT), providing first-principle transport modelling for molecular electronics. By using the NEGF-DFT approach, we can describe the electrical conduction properties of nanoscale systems at an atomistic level. In addition, the DFT also allows us to describe the electronic structure of the whole system, including the molecule and the surface of the contacting electrodes. Systems containing up to few hundred atoms can currently be studied at the atomic-level of detail.

A number of applications for the molecular electronics devices have been described. The first class of studied systems concerns the functionality of a conducting molecular connector. We study cumulene molecular wires showing ballistic transport in molecular devices. Two types of junction have been considered: cumulene wire sandwiched between two gold electrodes via thiolate bonds Au(111):S$_2$-cumulene-S$_2$:Au(111); and cumulene suspended between two carbon nanotubes. For the gold leads, we find that the cumulene shows the capability as 1-D molecular metallic wires due to very high conductance and nearly linear IVC in the low bias regime. Unfortunately, in the experiment, a cumulene wire using a realistic molecule-lead interface model is difficult to fabricate due to the problem with stabilization of the wire. However, it was recently suggested that cumulene wires bridging CNTs could be produced in the experiment, which are extremely robust and easy to fabricate by stretching the nanotube up to the breaking point. We have therefore studied the transport properties of carbon wires suspended between zigzag and armchair CNTs, and studied corresponding conductance variation upon stretching. The characteristics of a molecular switch operated by compressing/stretching is observed in the case of the zigzag junction. Moreover, we suggest a way to modulate the conductance with changing bridging sites and bonding at the junction by twisting the nanotube.
Introducing the switching functionality into molecular wire is one of the ways towards the practical application of the molecular electronics devices. We considered molecular junction with two possible H-tautomer configurations of phthalocyanine (H\textsubscript{2}Pc). As known from a series of STM experiments, hydrogen tautomerization in the H\textsubscript{2}Pc is the reversible switching process induced under increased applied bias. We therefore investigate the switching based on the H-tautomerization in H\textsubscript{2}Pc laterally connected to gold and cumulene leads. In this configuration, electrical current is running along H\textsubscript{2}Pc’s molecular plain, while in STM study the current is running across the plain. The prominent difference in molecular conductance between the ON and OFF switched states (different orientations of the H-H pair) is demonstrated, especially in the low bias regime. The reason for the large change in the current is that the current transport proceeds via two interfering channels involving two highest occupied molecular orbitals close to the Fermi level. Hydrogen tautomerization affects the electronic state of H\textsubscript{2}Pc by switching the orbital character of these orbitals, dramatically influencing the interference effect and the positions and shapes of the transmission amplitude around the Fermi level.

As an important application of the molecular electronics, we consider molecular sensors. There has been developed a potential molecular electronics approach for rapid genome sequencing - reading out the order of nucleobases in a ssDNA molecule by pulling it between a pair of nanoscale electrodes and reading out the transverse current through each base. In particular, its potential for single-base resolution offers unparalleled advantages. However, the practical realisation of the method is hindered by the need to fabricate electrodes that are comparable in thickness to a single DNA unit - nucleotide. We have characterized a graphene-based DNA sequencing device that can achieve the required sensitivity to electrically distinguish between the four types of nucleobases in DNA. Graphene electrodes are the natural choice for the problem because graphene is conductive yet atomically thin material. Furthermore, we consider the effect of functionalization of the graphene edges with the molecules that can couple to the nucleotides to enhance the sequencing process.

Overall, we have obtained and presented the results from the state of art of \textit{ab initio} simulations, providing insight to electron transport processes at the atomic scale. It would be very interesting to continue exploring the transport properties of such setups following the development of the modern nanoscale technology in the future.
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Elektron transport genom en enda molekyl eller genom ett material på atomnivå är en sofistikerad process som måste beskrivas med hjälp av kvantmekanisk spridning. Framsteg inom olika experimentella tekniker, har lett till att det nu är möjligt att skapa kontakter till enstaka molekyler för att undersöka deras egenskaper och om de kan användas som elektriska komponenter. För att kunna förklara de experimentellt uppmätta resultaten, och för att förutse vilka molekyler som skulle kunna fungera som komponenter behövs en bra teoretisk förståelse av dessa transportegenskaper. I denna avhandling har vi undersökt dessa egenskaper med hjälp av kvantmekaniska beräkningar baserade på täthetsfunktionalteori och icke-jämvikts Greensfunktioner.

För människheten är det nytt och revolutionerade att kunna bygga med enstaka atomer, men för naturen är det inget nytt. Ungefär som klämmor på en elkabel kan man koppla DNA-molekyler mot varandra på en bestämd plats. Elektroner kan sedan hoppa längs DNA-molekylen, men det är svårt att leda elströmmen längs den. Vi utforskar istället möjligheterna att använda andra molekyler som en riktig nanokabel, en s.k. nanoledning.

För att bygga dessa nanokablar kan man använda ”cumulene” molekyler (kol-trådar). Två typer av enheter har undersöpts: cumulene sammankopplade med två guld elektroder via en guld-svavel bindning och cumulene svävande mellan två kolnanorör. För guld-kol-ledningarna, kan vi se att cumulene kan fungera som en molekylär kabel med metalliska egenskaper, vilket innebär att den har mycket hög konduktans (ledningsförmåga) och nästan linjärt beroende mellan ström och spänning för låga spännningar. Tyvärr så har experiment visat att det är väldigt svårt att tillverka en cumulene-tråd som är stabil under de här förhållandena. Däremot verkar det som att det går att tillverka stabila cumelene-trådar mellan kolnanorör, genom att sträcka ut kolnanoröret till bristningsgränsen. Vi har därför även studerat transport egenskaperna av
dessa kol-trådar svävande mellan kolnanor och även hur ledningsförmågan påverkades av utsträckningen av kolnanoröret. Beroende på vilken typ av kolnanor som används kan vi observera att tråden fungerar som en brytare när man drar ut eller trycker ihop den. Dessutom visar vi att det går att ändra konduktansen genom att vrida på kolnanoröret och därmed ändra kontaktplatsen mellan tråd och rör.

För att kunna bygga användbara elektriska komponenter av molekylära enheter är något som fungerar som en brytare väldigt viktigt. Vi har därför studerat två möjliga väte-tautomorer (två skilda strukturer som står i snabb jämvikt med varandra dock oftast svåra att isolera separat) i ftalocyanin-molekylen (H₂Pc). När vi ansluter vår H₂Pc till antingen guld- eller cumulene-kontakter kommer den elektriska strömmen att ledas längs molekylens plan och vi kan se stora skillnader mellan "PÅ" och "AV" lägen (olika orienteringar av väte-väte bindningen i molekylen). Vi kan även visa att denna skillnad beror på skillnader i vilka elektron-orbitaler som medverkar i elektrontransporten.
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